
?

Is someone you know interested 
in joining the Club?

 
We typically receive 20 enquiries a month about joining 

the Club. All of these are referred to our membership 
secretary (Malcolm) who arranges a trial swim so that 

we can find out about the swimmer and they can find out 
more about the Club. Most enquiries are for Teaching, 
some are looking for competitive with our Juniors as 
well as the occasional old timer wishing to swim with 

our Masters. There are two ways to enquire about 
membership, either via the Contact tab on the website or 

call Malcolm directly on 07836 293124.

Who does your Club consist of ?
 

It may be a surprise that Club membership is currently 
528. Our Learn to Swim section is very popular with 102 
youngsters receiving lessons from our dedicated team of 
teachers of Friday evenings. Life Saving is also popular with 
two sections; one for Rookie Lifeguards (up to age 12years), 
the other is our main Life Saving section. Life Saving members 
learn rescue and life support skills and achieve many 
recognised awards through to Pool Lifeguard. We have a 
small number of members who enjoy our Triathlon section 
on Saturday mornings, this is land training only. Competitive 
training is in several sections to suit age, experience and 
intensity of training. Then we have the many volunteers who 
teach, coach, administer, officiate, organise, fund raise or 

2011 National Age Group Experience – by Will Foster
This year I was lucky enough to make it to the Nationals. It was held at Ponds Forge in Sheffield. I qualified for 100m, 
200m and 400m Freestyle and because each race was on different days my sister Isobel, Mum and Dad and I all 
stayed in a Hotel in Sheffield. When I arrived at the pool on the first day I was given a swimmers pass that let me 
get to the poolside and balcony. When I got into the pool for warm up it was freezing, it’s probably the coldest pool 
I have ever been in. Out of the pool was very different-boiling hot!  Our coach Mike was there and we sat next to 
the Nuneaton swimmers and their coach Terry. Mike’s advice was to swim fast but I was a bit nervous!  I managed 
to make the finals but my best race was probably my 400m Free Heat which I won and watching myself on the big 
screen after was quite cool.
                                                                                  I really enjoyed the time I was there and would like to do it again next year!

Goggles - What To Look For
To find the best-fitting swim goggles, you’ll need to try on several pairs. Press 
the goggles over your eyes but don’t pull the strap over your head. Goggles 
that fit correctly will stay put for a few seconds even if the strap isn’t in 
place. The gaskets 
on the interior of the 
swim goggles must 
form a watertight 
seal; there should 
be no visible gaps 
between the goggles 

and your face.  Look for a pair of swim goggles that has both an 
adjustable nosepiece and also an easily adjustable strap---these 
ensure a snug yet comfortable fit. In addition, make sure your 
swim goggles have anti-fog lenses that are shatter resistant.

Common Pitfalls
Most people think strong suction is the mark of a good pair of swim 
goggles, but goggles that are tight enough to leave circular marks around your eyes just put unnecessary pressure on your facial 
bones. Make sure the nosepiece is smooth and comfortable or you might experience some chafing.  

Continued...

generally help out. They are all members who must 
be ASA registered and CRB checked.



Parental Support
Question - What do all successful Junior Sportsmen & Women have in common?
Answer – Great parents (or grandparents) who support them through all their ups and downs and who do 
everything they can to provide their athletes with the positive atmosphere they need to succeed.

In swimming terms this is pretty simple and there are a few simple rules:

Get them to the pool with their kit (their responsibility!) on time as often as they need to be there.
Watch as many sessions as you can.  Almost 100% of successful swimmers have parents watching 
the majority of their sessions.  Smile!  Be supportive when you’re watching by smiling, not scowling 
and definitely not coaching!  Be positive on the journey home, we all have good and bad days, 
encouragement beats criticism every time. 

Choose the right goggle for the type of swimming you plan to do. Racers should 
look for streamlined designs that won’t add extra drag. Lens color isn’t a fashion 
statement: Mirrored lenses can help reduce the sun’s glare; outdoor swimmers 
should also look for lenses with UV protection. Yellow or orange lenses reduce 
the appearance of blue hues for better visibility in swimming pools. Blue lenses 
reduce glare and work well for both indoor and outdoor use. Clear lenses provide 
a sharp view with no color distortion.
 
Read more: http://www.livestrong.com/article/237685-the-best-fitting-swim-
goggles/#ixzz1YVPpJyrj

A man in a swimming pool was on the very top diving board. He poised, lifted his arms and was just about to dive off, when the lifeguard came running up, shouting, “Don’t dive…there’s no water in the pool!” “That’s all right” said the man, “I can’t swim”

The Sailfish can swim at the 
speed of 109 km/hour, making 
it the fastest swimmer.  Whilst 
the Sea Horse is the slowest 
fish, drifting at approximately 
0.016 km/hr.

Tuna swim at a steady rate of 9 miles per hour for an indefinite period of time …and 
they never stop moving. 
Estimates indicate that a 
fifteen year old Tuna must 
have travelled one million 
miles in its lifetime!

Factoids: Elephants are 
capable of swimming 
twenty miles a day. They 
use their trunks as natural 
snorkels!

Cross Roads Subaru Teams up with the Sharks.
 
Cross Roads garage are the UK’s oldest Subaru dealers, it is a family run business and established in the 1940’s and took on 
the Subaru Franchise in 1980. In 2003 a management buyout led by Jon Mathers along with Kevin Smith and Ben Shimmin 
saw new life breathed into the business and are now in a position to say we are the biggest Subaru dealer in the country. 
We pride ourselves on our customer service and have been awarded some very credible industry awards. When offered the 
opportunity to become headline sponsor of the Sharks we were keen to not only offer a cash injection but also a long term 
partnership where every single member and associates of the Sharks can help support us and therefore financialy reward 
the Sharks.
                                                              Sounds complicated? .... well it is relatively simple.....

Cross Roads hold the franchise for Subaru , Isuzu Crew Cab Pick Ups and the Ssangyong franchise, these franchises are 
distributed through our Tredington branch and our newly opened Peterborough branch.  Any person associated with the 
Sharks who buys any new or used car from any of our dealerships not only will they get a preferential deals but also every 
single purchase has a referral reward that goes straight back to the Sharks as a cash payment.

Buy any car up £10,000 and   we will pay Sharks £75
Buy any car up to £20,000                                                          and we will pay Sharks £150
Buy any car over  £20,000   and we will pay Sharks £200
 
Our current range of vehicles offer class leading diesel economy, all have four wheel drive and reliability second to none, 
and with this unique sponsorship programme every single Shark supporter can support a local business and ensure a real 
cash injection for the Sharks.
 

For any information please contact either Ben Shimmin or Jon Mathers on 01608 661544 or......

www.subaruvehicles.co.uk  www.iszuzvehicles.co.uk  www.unityautomotive.co.uk



Tip: Remember :1% 

dehydration = 10% 

loss of performance.
There were two cats swimming the channel. One was called “one two three” and the other was called “un deux trios” Which cat won? ----->

Mike Coles’ Comments  - Swimmers progression
There are many things which swimmers can do in order to improve as much as possible. The main thing is to 
listen to your coaches and work on the things which they talk about. These will include:

• Streamlining       •Stroke technique     •Leg kick       •Skills such as starts/turns & finishes

“Victory isn’t defined by wins or losses. It is defined by 
effort. If you can truthfully say, ‘I did the best I could, I 
gave everything I had,’ then you’re a winner.” 

-  Wolfgang Schadler

Age Minimum Session/Hours per week Suggested Hours/week
Up to 9 2 sessions / 2-3 hours 3-4
9+10 3 sessions  / 3-4 hours 6-8
11+12 4 sessions / 5 hours 8-12
13 +14 4 sessions / 6 hours + 1hr land training 10-14
15 + Same as above 14+

Some of the above, such as stroke technique need to be 
worked on for quite a long time in order to get it looking as 
it should. However, streamlining will improve very quickly 
and become a habit in no time if done well for just a few 
sessions!  In order to be ready for moving in to the Junior 
Performance squad, swimmers need to work hard on all of 
the areas above. 

Swimming is not a mystical sport where some people 
magically become good overnight. It is actually quite 
simple. The more times you swim each week and work 
hard on the important areas as outlined above, the better 
at swimming you will become. Consistent attendance 
along with high quality work will produce the best results.
The chart shown here is some guidance to the amount of 

swimming training you should be doing in order to achieve 
your potential. The minimums are in order to maintain your 
current fitness level with small amounts of improvement. 
The suggested hours are for strong levels of improvement 
and for those swimmers wishing to progress on to district 
and national competitions. Are you doing as much as you 
could be and are you doing it well enough???

Nutrition
The old saying ‘you are what you eat’ is 
entirely true. That isn’t to say that if you 
only ever eat chips you will turn in to a 
potato. Rather your body is continuously 
regenerating itself. Most cells in your 
body uses the food and fluid you eat and drink in 
order to ‘remake’ itself. If you don’t have a healthy 
and balanced diet, your body does not have what it 
needs for your cells to work properly. Fruit and veg 
along with ample water are very important. The ‘5 
a day’ rule for fruit and veg should be seen as a 
minimum. You are athletes, you are asking 
your body to do more than most people 
ask of their bodies, so 
you need to give it the 
fuel to do it!  You  will 

manage with a poor diet, but your performance will NOT be 
as good…. Simple.

Every day your body will burn roughly between 1800 and 
2400 calories. I regularly see swimmers with entire bags 
of Haribo sweets (other brands are available) on poolside 
at competitions. While Haribo consist almost entirely of 
carbohydrate, most of it is sugar and so if not used in the 
very short term will quickly start being stored as fat in the 
body.

I can only assume that the reasoning behind this is to 
provide a boost to energy levels. This is not required!  The 
energy consumed at a competition is far less than that used 
for training. This spike in the blood sugar levels will shortly 
be followed by a drop in blood sugar levels. At this point 

swimmers will feel tired and unable 
to perform anywhere near their best. 
It is very difficult to know when that 
will happen, so avoid the risk.  Energy 
drinks are useful for both training and 
competition. If you regularly run low 
on energy during training or suffer 

routinely from muscle cramp, energy 
drinks may be a useful investment.

There are several types of energy drinks. Readymade drinks 
such as Powerade which are expensive and usually high 
in sugars. Powdered drinks which usually work out much 
cheaper in the long run are very good. Maxim or PSP22 are 
both brands which I can personally recommend.

One of our Masters swimmers, Mike Ireland supplies a 
powdered sports drink and has provided some details below.
Solstic energy offers a nutrient-rich formula providing 
an effective energy source without the unwanted jitters 

& crashes of other energy drinks because of its 
power-packed natural ingredients, which 

include an excellent range of B Vitamins, 
green tea extracts & guarana seed (natural 

caffeine!)
 
Each serving sachet contains only 12 

calories, no fat & is Low Glycaemic Index 
(steady release energy).

 
Craig & myself now use them at the early morning 

sessions & whatever Mike throws at us, we can 
cope..... so far !    They are available from Mike 
Ireland (Masters Swimmer) @ £25.00 for a pack of 

30 (only 83p each). Mob : 07968 697242 or 
for more info: 
              www.mikeirelandPT.co.ukWhy should you never swim on a full stomach?  

Because it’s easier to swim in water!
Titanic was the first ocean liner to have a swimming pool and gym.

“One two 
three” won, 
because “Un Deux Trios” cat sank! 
(un deux trois quatre cinq)

African Black-footed 
Penguins, although 
they cannot fly, can 
swim up to 25 miles 
per hour.



The Triathlon Brick Session
Brick sessions are a staple – albeit testing – session in every triathletes training 
armory. A brick session is a mixture biking and running training designed to get you 
ready for racing Triathlon and Duathlon events.

 

The salon	  just for kids	  where the haircuts	  are cool	  and fun rules! 
	  

	  
 

At Sharkey’s Cuts for Kids we know that kids and parents want something different 
with their haircut experience. So we provide it all: a superior haircut with warm, 
experienced stylists in a meticulously clean place filled with fun! 
 
 The Salon is just for Kids where the haircuts are cool and fun rules, we provide it all; 
 

 Babies first ‘special’ haircut with photo frame & Certificate 
 Exciting chairs for younger children - A Barbie jeep, a mini cooper, and 

Lightning McQueen race car 
 For older Kids & Adults - Video Games (X-box 360 & Playstation 3) And 

DVD’s shown on flat screen TV’s at every station 
 We also provide complimentary Minicures for girls and Temporary tattoo 

and hair colour for boys. 
 Everyone receives a balloon and lollypop! 

 
We also offer the Sharkey’s ‘Famous Glitzy’ themed parties 

 Exclusive use of the Sharkey’s Stratford Marina party room for 2 hours 
 Pretty hair styles and Minicures 
 Body Glitter and Subtle make up 
 Dressing up fashion show 
 Glee/Karaoke/Just dance themes on X-Box Kinect 

Party food  
 

  

Stratford Shark Members Receive 10% off Haircuts & Parties! 
 Just show your ASA members card to claim your discount.  

  

	  

	  ASA member 
offer 

Receive a 10% discount 
on haircuts and 

parties!!!! 
 

The key to running fast in a short-course 
triathlon isn’t just training your body to 
run faster; it’s also training yourself to 
run fast off the bike. They might sound 
like similar concepts, but they’re entirely 
different in practice. Assuming you’ve 
built a strong aerobic base with long 
rides and moderately long runs and 
perhaps dabbled with sport-specific 
intervals to fine-tune each discipline’s 
fitness, you need to spend a lot of time 
during your race season concentrating  
on bike-to-run workouts.

It’s common knowledge that you can 
help your run by not pushing big 
gears and instead riding with a 
high cadence that might match 
the cadence of your desired run 
pace. But the real key to getting 
your fatigued leg muscles to fire 
unimpeded the moment you get 
off the bike in a race is to simulate 
in a progression of brick workouts 
the same rpm’s and power you’ll be 
putting out during the ride and the 
run.

Practically speaking, you need to 
diversify your bricks by mixing up 
the intervals to match the varying 
intensities and the level of fatigue 
you’ll encounter in the race.

There are two approaches to brick 
sessions. One is as a race simulation 
where you do everything in race 
type conditions: your intended HR, 
pace etc. The second approach is 
to do the session to completion. In 
other words, you simply complete 
the session. This means you do not 
need to focus on how fast you do 
each discipline. It is simply getting 
the muscles accustomed to the 
demands triathlon places on your 
body.

The brick sessions that we do at 
Tiddington Track are ideal for 
simulating race conditions. There is 
no traffic therefore you can maintain 
a constant effort on the bike and 
with the barriers around the football 
field we have ready made racking 
for the bike.

It is worth noting that to be good at 
brick sessions then you need to start 

them at a speed that is not too fast, just 
enough for the muscles to get used to 
the change from bike to run. Then as the 
body gets conditioned you can start to 
increase the pace of the brick sessions.

We tend to practice most of our brick 
sessions along with transition training as 
the two go together, just like in a race, 
and these sessions are increased in the 
spring and summer as we approach the 
race season.

Happy Biking and Running!

Our consultants will provide you with  
all the support you require. Once you  

have reached your goal we will help  
you to maintain your weight.

Your metabolism will quicken and   
you can lose an average of  4lbs  

a week without feeling hungry.

Lose up to 12lbs in just 9 days!

One-to-one weight loss coaching

Contact us for more information about  
our successful weight loss plan call  

“I am very pleased with the Choices diet, in just 
two weeks I have lost half  a stone, 11¾ inches, 

which includes 3¾ inches o� my waist.”  

“I have dropped two sizes in  
two months – you could too”

before after

Lucy Headley - 07759 211963  
 

anytime

Our consultants will provide you with  
all the support you require. Once you  

have reached your goal we will help  
you to maintain your weight.

Your metabolism will quicken and   
you can lose an average of  4lbs  
a week without feeling hungry.

Lose up to 12lbs in just 9 days!

Our consultants will provide you with 
all the support you require. Once you 

have reached your goal we will help 

Your metabolism will quicken and  

Lose up to 12lbs 

One-to-one weight loss coaching

Contact us for more information about  
our successful weight loss plan call  

“I am very pleased with the Choices diet, in just 
two weeks I have lost half  a stone, 11¾ inches, 

which includes 3¾ inches off  my waist.” 

“I have dropped two sizes in  
two months – you could too”

before after

Lucy Headley - 01789 416916 (9am-3pm)
or 07759 211963 anytime



Sharks Strike Again!

SUSAN ENGLAND PHYSIOTHERAPY CLINIC 
Registered with the Health Professions Council 

Hampton Corner, Warwick Road, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 0NZ 
Tel/Fax : 01789-263891 

E-Mail : sueengland@btconnect.com 
www.physiostratford.co.uk  

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
       BACK & NECK               SPORTS INJURIES              ACUPUNCTURE                
 
     MUSCLE SPASM             EXERCISE ADVICE            GROWING PAINS 
 
         ARTHRITIS                   REHABILITATION                     STRESS 
 
                     REMEDIAL MASSAGE       
 

This pleasant well equipped clinic with a free, large car park,  
provides a fully comprehensive advisory and treatment service, 

staffed by experienced Chartered Physiotherapists.  
 

Daytime and early evening appointments available 
         

                                                                             
                                           MEMBER OF PHYSIO FIRST      

PHOENIX TRADING
Comtemporary Cards & Giftwrap
Barbara Joyner-Greenwood
Pheonix Trader I.D. No 14391

8 Ophelia Drive, Warwick Gates
Warwick CV34 6XJ

07968 207983
01926 420666
barbaraljg@btopenworld.com
www.phoenix-trading.eu/web/barbarajoynergreenwood

Call me for further details!

Saturday 15th October saw one 
of the most awaited competitions 
on the Lifesaving calendar.  The 
Warwick Challenge Cup and 
Shield pulls teams from all over the 
midlands to compete in a number 
of Lifesaving events.  Unlike most 
lifesaving competition it is a true test 
of speed, skill and team work in a 
gala setting.

Stratford A team (Aaron Brough (c), 
Josh Walker, Oscar Funge, Emily 
Castle, Chloe Bird, Caragh Wall) 
started as reigning champions.  It 
was a hard fought competition 
with stiff opposition from 
Heanor and Warwick University, 
Northfield and Birmingham 
University all putting in strong 
team.  It soon turned into a tight 
match of shear speed in the sprint 
relays matched against technical 
ability in the Torpedo Buoy Racing 
and Line Throw Relay.  Most of 
the teams picked up a variety of 
time penalties making it difficult 
to judge who was winning as the 
competition continued.  Both the 
A and B teams rallied hard and 
worked in a demonstration of team 
work and skill to perform in perfect 
harmony for the Boat Race.  It was 
with great pride that the results were 
announced with Stratford B coming 
in 4th place and Stratford A winning 
by a clear margin of 6 points and 

retaining the cup for another year.
The Warwick Challenge Cup was 
swiftly followed by the Warwick 
Challenge Shield for Water 
Polo.  Our A team were pitched 
in immediately against Warwick 
University in a tight battle which 
saw Stratford as the victors.  The B 
Team (Ben Brough (c), Tom Lane, 
Luke Headley, Sam Furey, Danny 
Brain, Jasmine Hastie, Catlin 

Stephenson (r), Jamie Headley (r)) 
took on the might of Heanor in 
the first round.  With a well 
thought out and tactical 
efficient team, demonstrating  
good use of defence and 
attack positions, the B team 
were soon in their stride and 
beat Heanor 2:0.  In one 
of the most inspired and 
excellently executed moves 
Danny Brain managed to fight 
past the defence and then taking 
a pass from Luke Headly to score 
the perfect goal.  Both the A and 

B team progressed well and found 
themselves in the final against 
each other.  It was always going to 
be a tense match with the Brough 
brothers pitched against each other.  
The hard fought match ended in a 
draw so after extra time it was taken 
to penalties.  Again it was down to 
little Danny Brain to save the day for 
the B team, and in one of the most 
determined pieces of play I have 
ever seen, she scored the perfect 
penalty;  In doing so they won the 
Warwick Challenge Cup. 

Results:
Warwick Challenge Cup (Lifesaving) 
– Winners Stratford A
Warwick Challenge Shield (Water 
Polo)– Winners Stratford B

By Pippa Heenen 
(Very proud Coach)

If you would like to advertise in a future edition 
of this Sharks Newsletter, please contact either 

Tom Tame - tom@tomtame.plus.com  or
Andrea Price - agprice@hotmail.com



Gala Day Preparation
Sleep Well beforehand a late night will not help.

Eat Well just as you would in training.  Carbohydrates are the basic food of athletes. A plate of cereal, 
or a hunk of bread and jam after training is a good way to refuel. And don’t forget you need plenty 
to drink. When you train you will lose a certain amount of fluid from your body in perspiration even 
though you may not be aware of it. This fluid needs to be replaced as soon as possible. Weak squash is 
one of the more effective drinks for replacing fluid fast. Fizzy drinks are not efficient at replacing body 
fluid.

On the Day avoid panics: get everything ready early. Pack your bag early. Have a restful day. Don’t 
spend the day walking round the shops. Eat about two to three hours before you will swim.

Things to take with You:

✓ Poolside clothes are essential to keep you 
warm. Muscles need to be kept warm if they are 
to work well for you.

✓ Complete club kit, costume and hat, with at 
least one club tee shirt 

✓ swim trunks/suit 

✓ Poolside shoes or clean trainers for the pool-
side 

✓ spare trunks/suit 

✓ two pairs of goggles (including pristine, 
adjusted, lucky, gala-goggles) 

✓ two swimming hats (1 Club) 

✓ 2 towels 

✓ Supply of drinks (not fizzy), preferably weak 
squash

✓ something to help you relax (MP3 players, DS, 
magazine, book)

Sharkey’s has kindly donated 
a fabulous prize of a “Famous 
Glitzy” themed party for 10, 
which is worth approximately 
£250.  To have a chance of 
winning this wonderful prize you 
will need to buy a raffle ticket, 
on sale throughout November. 
The tickets cost £1.00 and the 
winning ticket will be drawn at the 
Club Disco and Awards Night on 
17th December.  Tickets can be 
purchased from Andrea Price who 
is at the pool most nights and at 
every Club Championship Gala.....

Good Luck!

Did you know that any member of 
Stratford Sharks or parent of a member 
can benefit from Corporate Gym 
Participation at SLVC. This equates 
to 15% discount off the normal 
membership cost. This also enables you 
to use any site, in other words if your 
child trains at Shipston you may use 
the facilities there. If you would like 
to take advantage of this offer, email 
Tom Tame who will provide you with 
a headed letter to prove membership. 
Following this you will need to arrange 
an appointment with Melissa Keulder 
at Everyone Active by phoning her on 
01789 207289.    

Go On....get those muscles working !!!


